Transdisciplinary research can be considered an integrative practice that is grounded in difference. It emerges as in-between space established among societal domains, different ways of knowing, acting and being, and constitutes a new topos in the landscape of societal institutions. We argue that it is through difference that transdisciplinary research spaces are created and elaborate on the characteristics of these in-between spaces. We provide insights into theoretical considerations of the constitution of in-between spaces for transdisciplinary research and show how cultural differences, determined by existing power relations and hegemonies, can be brought into fruition. Our aim is to contribute to theoretical considerations of a concept of research that is not reduced to academic research only but considered a cultural practice of people at stake to better understand and transform situations or phenomena of shared interest.
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1 Introduction

In academic discourses on fragmentation and divergence, C. P. Snow’s Rede Lecture on The Two Cultures, held in 1959, has marked a milestone. Snow criticises the inability of scientists and humanists to communicate with each other “on the plane of their major intellectual concerns”, and points to the “gulf of mutual incomprehension” [1] (4). For him, fragmentation and divergence have serious consequences: “It is leading us to interpret the past wrongly, to misjudge the present, and to deny our hopes for the future. It is making it difficult or impossible for us to take good action.” [1] (60). Since then, the landscape of knowledge has changed significantly. The hypothesis of two cultures’ is out-dated and both fragmentation and attempts to overcome the divides
have intensified significantly. The number of specialized fields of knowledge is constantly increasing, but at the same time diverse forms of collaborative, boundary-crossing research practices have developed. Interdisciplinary fields of research, institutions and training programs have evolved in diverse thematic fields [2], [3], and transdisciplinary research has been conceptualized, practiced and discussed for nearly five decades (for an overview on different discourse strands see: Osborn [4], Klein [5]). However, interdisciplinary research is still a not mainstream in the academic system [6], [7] and remains an intellectual, cognitive, communicative, and institutional challenge, particularly in the context of practicing broad interdisciplinarity [8] and working in traditional academic institutions [9]. Transdisciplinarity is hardly consolidated and remains a marginal phenomenon so far, and, above all, it is highly contested. This is not surprising for a concept of research that aims at overcoming divides, not only between academic knowledge fields but also between different cultural spheres of societies [10]. It tackles core pillars of modern science [11], [12], [13] and, as a consequence, the privileged position of the scientific method, by undermining separation [14]. However, the call for a mode of research that does not only cross boundaries of disciplines, but also links knowledge production to the transformation of situations, and, as a consequence, entangles epistemic and transformative objectives, is not new. It is as old as the separation of scientific institutions from the ‘remaining rest’ [14] and has been put forward by many influential authors who have addressed the challenge from different perspectives over the last decades (e.g., Freire [15], Piaget [16], Hall [17], De Certeau [18], Haraway [19], Guattari [20], Rorty 2002 [21], Nicolescu [13]). Important contributions to research embedded in practice and oriented towards societal transformation have been made by Action Research and Participatory Action Research in various fields related to social science and world regions [22]. Ultimately, the presence of a large number of pressing social and environmental challenges of global dimension [23] proves that there is a need for new ways of dealing with them in order to move towards sustainable, healthy, equitable and peaceful futures. When looking at attempts to fight e.g. climate change, biodiversity loss, warfare and the increase of racist behaviour, the current fragmentation and divergence in societal organization turns out to make it “difficult or impossible for us to take good action” – as Snow stated. Fragmentation and divergence are, of course, not only a result of a search of efficiency. They are a product of contentions concerning dominant societal roles and positions and reflect cultural hegemonies. There is a constant need to recall questions that have already been posed years ago in the field of postcolonial studies and with Gayatri Spivak we ask [24]: Who can speak out loudly? Whose voice is heard, whose knowledge accepted? And, as a corollary, where are places for people to speak out, to be heard and to exchange knowledges and experiences with the ultimate aim to change ways of appropriation and belonging to create sustainable conditions?

In this article we elaborate on the constitution of spaces that are created between established institutions, communities and cultures. We emphasize the potential of actively dealing with differences. In order to make use of differences for the constitution of such in-between spaces, we draw on a broader concept of research that acknowledges the complementarity of academic research practices and other ways of knowing, acting and being in responding to a particular situation or phenomenon of concern. We argue that multiple ways of appropriation and belonging can lead to better grasp the complexity of a situation or phenomenon under inquiry, to gain a more profound understanding on how individual and collective transformation can be achieved, and to actually transform the situation through joint research. In a first step we will elaborate more profoundly on the argument for a broader concept of research. We then look at transdisciplinarity through the lens of culturality that brings about the need to face and approach cultural hegemonies between these different ways of knowing, acting and being we consider significant for transformative research. Subsequently, we elaborate on the theoretical framework of in-between spaces that is informed by the responsive logic Bernard Waldenfels elaborated [25] and Homi Bhabha’s concept of Third Space [26], [27], both concepts that rely on a relational understanding of space and imply the possibility to deal with power relations.

This work is based on experiences in experimenting and practicing transdisciplinary research in the fields of sustainable regional and urban development [28], [29] energy regions [30], sustainable phosphorus management [31], participation of young and marginalized citizen in urban policy processes [32],
sustainable family farming [33] and on going research in establishing an urban food council and a (Bio)DiversityCorridor for sustainable development. In the following we draw conclusions from these experiments by theoretically contextualizing the concept of research that seems appropriate for a critical transdisciplinary research practice that is constituted in (cultural) difference and thereby creating a space for research in-between.

2 Broadening the Concept of Research

In his article on ethical-political foundations of interdisciplinarity¹ Felix Guattari argues for everyone’s right to conduct research. To emphasize his argument, he states: “The UN Charter of Human Rights ought to include an article on the right of everyone to research” [20]. Rethinking and reframing the concept of research form part of Guattari’s larger project of a generalized ecology that paved the way for an all-embracing renewal of our concept of existence [34], [35]. It introduces a way of thinking from the in-between, a form of relational thinking that is not based on monadic, static identities but rather on diastatic identities that are formed and constantly renewed in relations. In this perspective, entities and identities related to research can no longer be considered exclusive and separated, but must be seen as embedded in a broader context that is constitutive for research. This has been highlighted by science studies (e.g., Latour [14]; Gibbons et al. [11]; Nowotny, Scott & Gibbons [12] and acknowledged by several authors who contribute to the formation of a new mode of research (e.g., Haire-Joshu & McBride [36], Jahn, Bergmann & Keil [37], Nicolescu [38], Hirsch Hadorn et al. [10], Lawrence & Desprès [39], Klein et al. [40]. At closer inspection, societal domains and, accordingly, tasks and roles in society, are increasingly getting blurred. Guattari speaks of a “general deterrioralization of old societal territories, ways and customs, traditions, self-regulating representations [...] and the need to balance out “the pole of a universal rationality” by enlarging the horizons of research [20] (132). Thus, rethinking and reframing the concept of research can be considered a response to on going societal transformations that are informed by epochal socio-technological changes. It can also be considered a response to the existential socio-ecological crisis we are facing that calls for creating socially (and culturally) robust knowledge [41], [31], i.e. that it takes “ambiguity, complexity, and contradictions [...] as fundamental features of knowledge” into account [31]. With regards to the ecological crisis, Guattari states: “Scientific ecology, applied to the environment, will remain powerless if it is not relayed by new social and political components [...]” [20] (131). Forms of transdisciplinary research seek to respond to this need.

Research at the science — society interface is being developed in a series of academic fields under the label of transdisciplinarity, in particular in sustainability science (e.g., Lang [42]), health science (e.g., Stokols, Hall & Vogel [43]) and development studies (e.g., Noyv & Howorka [44]), among others. However, we observe that a large community of scholars – in particular those who focus on the future of the earth – stick to a concept that only relies on scientific rationality and according quality criteria and rigor. Responsibilities for transdisciplinary research remain in academic institutions, while ‘external partners’, ‘non-scientific actors’ or stakeholders’ are invited to participate. These approaches often remain science-centric and are putting scientists into privileged positions in the research process, e.g. as facilitators [45], [46]. Often, the way language is used mirrors a mono-centric research topography by distinguishing between an active (the scientists) and a passive part (the others). Examples are: ‘to select stakeholders’, ‘to integrate actors’ or ‘to empower people’. This is somehow contradicting several proclaimed transdisciplinary research principles that call for balancing power by installing steering-boards [47], [28] or co-leadership [45], [42], [48], and equal footing [49], [50], [51]. And it contradicts the ‘co-’ of co-design, co-production and co-creation [52]. Furthermore, it indicates that these concepts of transdisciplinarity do not tackle the underlying epistemological and methodological consequences of such a shift in research topographies. The power of decision, the power of interpretation and, above all, the definition of good practice, quality criteria and ethics of research mainly remain with the scientists. Nevertheless, such forms of research have proven to be utile in a large variety of cases [53], [54], [31], [55], [10], [51], [56], [28], [40]. However, these transdis-

¹Orig. Fondements éthico-politiques de l’ itnerdisciplinarité, 1992 – The article of the version published in English in 2015 was re-titled Transdisciplinarity must become transversality'.
disciplinary research practices are only the beginning of transforming the landscape and reformulating the concept of research, because “transdisciplinarity must become transversality between science, the social, aesthetics and politics”, as Guattari states [20] (134).

When it comes to tackling pressing societal needs, when knowledge and action are needed to fight crime and poverty, unequal development, the destruction of our physical living conditions and those of non-human species, to name just a few, analysis and activism, research and decision-making, as well as knowledge production and societal transformation at large can no longer remain separated. A profound transformation of mentalities is needed [20] (131), and accordingly, a profound reflection on our ways of appropriation and belonging, to overcome unequal diversity [57], [58].

We envision transdisciplinary research spaces that rely on different practices, that aim at multiple objectives and connect people that inhabit different cognitive and material landscapes [59]. They may crystallize as new and explicitly labeled practices and thus form a new topos in the landscape of research, or they may evolve in a particular situation in an appropriate way, without becoming firmly established. Needless to say that such deterritorializations and shifts in the landscape of institutions cause resistance. Historically grown entities that are constituted in rules, norms, value systems and a particular position in relation to others are geared to stability. Thus, it is not surprising that the formation of more or less institutionalized activities that emerge between traditional institutions is contested. A current example is a debate in Germany about when knowledge and action are needed to fight crime and poverty, unequal development, the destruction of our physical living conditions and those of non-human species, to name just a few, analysis and activism, research and decision-making, as well as knowledge production and societal transformation at large can no longer remain separated. A profound transformation of mentalities is needed [20] (131), and accordingly, a profound reflection on our ways of appropriation and belonging, to overcome unequal diversity [57], [58].

In-between: Research The Constitutive Role of Cultural Differences in Transdisciplinarity

3 Transdisciplinary Research: Cultural Difference and Practice

Similar to Snow’s understanding of ‘disciplines as cultures’, several authors have underlined that culture is not only a concept that relates to nations or ethnicity [63], [64], [65]. We consider culture a process containing practices [66] which can be seen as a “set of doings and sayings” [67] (71) that consist of, e.g., of bodily and mental activities, understanding, know-how, emotions, or the use/usage of things [68] (249). According to Hall, “culture is concerned with the production and the exchange of meanings – the ‘giving and taking of meaning’ – between the members of a society or group” [66] (2). Meanings indicate understandings and prioritizations and thus refer to knowledge, values, or actions. Processes throughout which meaning is produced, exchanged and negotiated are “open and unstable” [69] (26) and they are historically contingent. Cultural practices are determined by historical social and material conditions [70]. This contrasts with an understanding of culture as a static, essentialist entity often associated with notions of cultures as organic, incommensurable, or “clashing” [71].

Culture comes into being by meaningful differentiations between persons, things, or thoughts [72]. However, our own cultural practices of production and differentiation of meaning only become apparent in contrast to other cultural practices. We place ourselves in a “productive borderline space” [73] (209) that is characterized by the ambiguity of cultural differences and their transformative potential: “The borderline engagements of cultural difference may as often be consensual as conflictual; they may confound our definitions of tradition and modernity; realign the customary boundaries between the private and the public, high and low; and challenge normative expectations of development and progress.” [27] (3). Such liminal spheres are prerequisites for collective processes of thought and action.

Elaborating on the concept of cultural difference, Bhabha opposes a multicultural apprehension of culture based on “cultural diversity” [27] (50) which, in
his view, is a sort of hegemonic reaction to difference, forcing a consensus based on one’s own norms [27]. Universal, hegemonic and normative positions from which cultural and political judgments are made fail to be unraveled [27] (209). For Bhabha, the concept of cultural diversity implies that there are the Ones deciding who is different, who belongs and who does not, who may contact whom, as well as how, by which means, and how long communication may take place. They also define cultural diversity and who fixes the Others in their role of the culturally alien. In this respect, ethic, aesthetic or ethnological categories are established and compared. Bhabha criticizes the existence of the idea of multiculturalism in which various manifestations of difference are being fixed, coexisting statically or at times replacing one another – however failing to affect each other in any profound way. The transformation processes in which people are constantly involved cannot be adequately taken into account by assuming that culture is identifiable by means of empirical, encyclopedically systematized knowledge. On the contrary, such universalistic attempts would merely dissipulate and reproduce ethnocentric values, interests, norms and racisms. Cultural contents and habits would be regarded as given facts. Rigid universal categories contribute, as Bhabha points out, only to a cultural understanding based on traditional, fixed images of the Others [73] (209ff.). His critique of multiculturalism has been echoed by Fox [74] who, among others, argues that cultural incompatibility (e.g. between values, norms, or truths) is a Eurocentric concept that is brought forward to stabilize positions of dominance and power over others.

Bhabha locates the flaw of such liberal traditions in their one-sided definition established from the angle of a hegemonic culture [73] (208). Difference, in that respect, is only perceived as valuable as long as it complies with a certain normative perception. “The concept of cultural difference focuses on the problem of the ambivalence of cultural authority: the attempt to dominate in the name of a cultural supremacy which is itself produced only in the moment of differentiation.” [27] (50). With his concept of cultural difference, Bhabha examines the boundaries of preexisting myths of progress and the related supremacy of ‘Western’ culture. However, cultural differences are often perceived as a hurdle impossible to be overcome, impeding any exchange on the existing wealth of knowledges and practices. But it is these situations of cultural difference that, according to Bhabha, offer the opportunity of perceiving and negotiating social discrepancies and contradictions rather than ignoring them. “The question of cultural difference faces us with a disposition of knowledges or a distribution of practices that exist beside each other, albeit designating a form of social contradiction or antagonism that has to be negotiated rather than sublated.” [27] (232). This is an important indication for transdisciplinary research: The better and ‘more bravely’ differences are allowed to be explored, articulated and negotiated, the broader a horizon for tackling shared tasks becomes. The aim of such processes is not to force consensus, but rather to highlight the problematic of prioritizing consensus by obscuring differences.

Exploring cultural differences and thereby developing cultural practices of differentiation represents a major potential for transdisciplinary research. As Gürses [75] underlines, our own cultural presuppositions and perceptions appear natural until they become possible to reflect in an act of interculturality. To perceive something as different can lead to understanding and challenging the own cultural categories and orders. However, we do not see differences as static, but diastatic [25], emerging in the situation of differentiation. They are gradual, prioritized, and situational [72].

4 In-between Spaces for Transdisciplinary Research (5400)

We will now focus on the constitution of space and show how transdisciplinary research spaces are created by elaborating on differences while sharing a joint objective. When we refer to the in-between, we use the concept of space. When we refer to the joint process where differences are explored and worked on and in so doing a mutual understanding emerges, we use the concept of place [76]. We consider them as two sides of a coin that reflect the bidirectional dynamics of differentiating and integrating. Thus, space and place are not a dichotomy, but complementary concepts. Together they form a ‘space-place’ (Orts-Raum) [77]. The theoretical background of the constitution of space through differencing lies in the tradition of relational concepts of space [78]. Instead of essentializing space as a static
entity, a ‘container’, space is considered a relational phenomenon that only exists in relations. Through relations and in relations, spaces are constituted and constantly renewed. Accordingly, they are considered as dynamic, temporal and open. However, it makes a difference how relationality is conceptualized. The question is: Are these relations ‘naturally given’? Are they constructed from a privileged position? Are they primordially self-constructed or do they come into existence in response to the Other? Instead of assuming that relations are established between different entities that already exist as such, we consider difference as an occurrence, i.e. emerging in differentiation. In this perspective, space is a diastatic phenomenon [25]. Relationality, that does not rely on origins, and, accordingly, antecedently existing independent entities are denied. What relates has only come into being within a relation. Thus, what appears as discrete – in our context: disciplines, societal domains, cultures, communities – is entangled and complementary. If this entanglement is addressed explicitly in researching collaboration, in-between spaces can emerge that serve a critical and culturally sensitive transdisciplinarity. Differences create a research space in which place is constituted by a web of meanings and relations. “To that end we should remember” – Homi Bhabha states – “that it is the inter’ – the cutting edge of translation and negotiation, the in-between space – that carries the burden of the meaning of culture.” [27] (56).

Bhabha takes a closer look at the in-between, based on his anti-essentialist conceptualization of culture that focuses on the articulation of cultural differences, as shown above. He considers such in-between spaces a “terrain for elaborating strategies of selfhood – singular or communal – that initiate new signs of identity, and innovative sites of collaboration, and contestation, in the act of defining the idea of the society itself.” [27] (2). He refers to such spaces as Third Spaces. Third Spaces are culturally hybrid spheres of multiple, but shared identities that are constantly developed and renewed between cultures through dialogue. They provide “the discursive conditions of enunciation that ensure that the meaning and symbols of culture have no primordial unity or fixity; that even the same signs can be appropriated, translated, historicized and read anew.” [27] (55). Concerning the constitution of Third Spaces, he highlights the need to “think beyond narratives of originary and initial subjectivities” [27] (2). Theoretically (and politically) this is in line with Waldenfels conceptualization of responsibility. He considers the occurrence as primordial to the emergence of a something that comes into appearance in the landscape of meaning.

A Third Space can be opened as transdisciplinary research space, holding the possibility of going beyond everyday experiences, livelihoods and research practices. In Bhabha’s view, this creates a space of articulation in which the own, the uncertain and the differences can perpetually be fathomed, interpreted and negotiated. Existing structures, power relations and dependencies can be suspended – at least for a situational episode – when discrepancies are articulated and thereby made tangible. There is a need to explore, name and negotiate the differences. The in-between space, the gap that occurs as a result of an experience of difference, facilitates the renegotiation of identity, of creating new meaning for things, and elicits a process of constant transformation that we are all involved in. “And by exploring this Third Space, we may elude the politics of polarity and emerge as the others of ourselves.” [27] (56). In the Third Space as a transgressive space [79] (235), the concept of a separating line between and within social spaces loses its one-dimensional, exclusive character [27] (5). It represents a concept of space with inherent dynamics and an understanding that enables the un-fixing of established positions and images [79] (53f.). Boundaries that represent the outer limits of a certain culture, political stance or epistemology move into the center of a Third Space perception. “This interstitial passage between fixed identifications opens up the possibility of a cultural hybridity that entertains difference without an assumed or imposed hierarchy [...]” [27] (5). Hereby, the potential of differencing – to divide and unite at the same time – becomes obvious.

5 Concluding Remarks

The practise of differentiation in transdisciplinary research is not an analytical task. No view from outside, not the best set of data, nor a ‘stakeholder mapping’ can achieve what emerges “in vivo”, as Basarab Nicolescu states [80], when differences become apparent through differentiation. The occurrence of difference is irreducibly complex when the Own transforms in the formation of the Other. In order to bring differences into fruition, it is neces-
sary that all involved become aware of the need to explicitly address them. By perceiving and increasingly becoming aware of the Own and the Others’ subjugation to a certain habitus, rationale, value systems and norms, as well as the preconditions of individual thoughts and actions can be examined and questioned. This is already a shared research task that creates conditions for joint thinking and acting and at the same time mutual understanding on the different positions and perspectives. Experiencing difference becomes a reflexive process in which a particular situatedness is not merely an obstacle, but a generative principle that produces forms of social practice [68], one that constitutes the in-between.

Being determined by cultural differences, transdisciplinary research has to be considered a cultural practice in which a variety of meanings is produced, exchanged, and negotiated. The overall potential of seeing transdisciplinary research as an intercultural phenomenon is to understand the “constitution of differences” [82] (13). It leads to a reconfiguration of existing practices and the formation of new ways of research. When we explore and work on cultural differences, we can unfold a potential that is three-fold: Firstly, it allows to critically (self-)reflect on often implicit premises of our thinking and working styles, norms and foundations of knowledge, and thus, on underlying social and material conditions. This can support openness as the ‘unknowns’ of one’s own position become apparent and can thus be explained, negotiated, and defended. Secondly, dominant cultural regimes can be questioned, and positions that usually remain neglected, but might reveal a complementary perspective on the subject matter can be recognized. In consequence, a more integrated and comprehensive understanding of the subject of research can be achieved. Thirdly, collective practices can be developed that are more appropriate to understand and transform a particular situation or phenomenon of concern. As they are informed by a plurality of ways of knowing, being, acting and reflecting, they respond to complexity and intertwined conditions by being complex and intertwined themselves. However, research in the in-between, as outlined in this article, also has its inconveniences. Firstly, what has been described so far as practice of differentiation is very time-consuming. A certain degree of confidence and a language of mutual comprehension have to develop among the persons involved in order to prepare for joint research on a shared issue. Secondly, analyzing one’s own positions against the background of the Other is also not an analytical task. It requires interest, openness, empathy and willingness to learn. And last, but equally importantly, it calls for sharing power, which goes along with a loss of influence and control.

In his introduction to the essay collection ‘Eine Kultur ohne Zentrum’, Richard Rorty suggests that the best practice of dealing with cultural hegemonies would be one that constantly shifts its focus depending on which group or individual just made an inspiring, original or useful contribution [21] (5). This might become a guiding principle for transdisciplinary research, a principle that acknowledges, respects and encourages differences and that does without ultimate authorities.
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